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AGH UST ESA LAB 2 
Confidence Intervals 
 Hypotheses testing 

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 

1. Solve the problem no 4 from Tutorial 7: 

A random sample of statistics students were asked to estimate the total number of hours they spend looking 

at their mobiles during an average day. The responses are: 0, 3, 1, 20, 9, 5, 10, 1, 10, 4, 5, 14, 4, 5, 2. Use 

this sample data to construct a 98% confidence interval for the mean number of hours statistics students will 

spend on the mobiles 

2.    Copy the file Height_data.txt from my webpage: 

 https://github.com/AgnieszkaMucha/Statistics/blob/mas-
ter/FILES/Height_data.txt/Height_data.txt  

The file Height_data.txt contains 100 measurements of women’s height. Chose randomly more 

than 20 values. 

3. Calculate the sample mean and the sample standard deviation. Assume the population standard devia-

tion is the value obtained from the whole data set 𝜎 = 8.34. Fit the normal distribution. 

4. Construct a 90%, 95%, 99% confidence intervals (CI) for the mean for your sample. Which table of 

distribution you should use? 

From the main menu: Describe->Numerical Data->One-Variable Analysis, highlight Col_0x, and 

press ►, tick options from Tables and Graphs window, chose Confidence Intervals. 

5. Answer the questions: 

a) Assuming the population mean is 𝜇 = 161.02. With the CIs from the group, count how many in-

tervals include the value 𝜇? Divide this number by the total numbers of CIs from the group. Is it 

close to the Confidence Level (CL) 90%, 95%, 99%? 

b) Suppose we had generated 100 confidence intervals. What do you think would happen to the per-

cent of confidence intervals that contained the population mean? 

c) When we construct a 90% confidence interval, we say that we are 90% confident that the true pop-

ulation mean lies within the confidence interval. Explain what we mean by this phrase. 

d) Some students think that a 90% confidence interval contains 90% of the data. Use the list of data 

given (the heights of women) and count how many of the data values lie within the confidence in-

terval that you generated based on that data. How many of the 100 data values lie within your con-

fidence interval? What percent is this? Is this percent close to 90%? Does it make sense to count 

data values that lie in a confidence interval? 

HYPOTHESES TESTING 

2. Basing on your sample calculate the sample mean. Assuming the significance level 𝛼 = 0.05, can it 

be concluded that the population mean is 161.02 cm with the alternative hypothesis that population 

mean is lower or higher (your result) than 161.02 cm?   

In One-Variable Analysis/Tabular Options choose Hypothesis Tests. Set the alternative hypothesis 

and 𝛼 = 0.05. Compare the result with the direct calculation.   

http://home.agh.edu.pl/~amucha/statistics/19-20/Height_data.txt
http://home.agh.edu.pl/~amucha/statistics/19-20/Height_data.txt


 

3. Basing on your sample and one of your colleague’s sample, at 𝛼 = 0.05 level, can it be concluded 

that both of you got the same mean height value? 

Use: Compare->Two Samples->Two Sample Comparison, set columns as Sample 1, Sample 2. In 

Tabular Options choose Analysis Summary-> Summary Statistics-> Comparison of Means and 

Comparison of Standard Deviations.  

4. Another group provided the sample with the sample mean �̅� = 171 cm. Let’s assume that the stand-

ard deviation is the known population standard deviation. Calculate the p-value. Interpret the result. 

5. Solve the problems 6 from Tutorial 8: 

 Suppose a consumer group suspects that the proportion of households that have three cell phones is 30%. 
A cell phone company has reason to believe that the proportion is not 30%. Before they start a big adver-
tising campaign, they conduct a hypothesis test. Their marketing people survey 150 households with the 
result that 43 of the households have three cell phones. a. The value that helps determine the p-value is 
p' . Calculate p' . b. What is a success for this problem? c. What is the level of significance? d. Draw the 
graph for this problem. Draw the horizontal axis. Label and shade appropriately. e. Make a decision. 
_____________(Reject/Do not reject) H0 because____________. 

6. In one year, 240 of the 560 technical graduates did not solve a certain task in the preliminary exam in 

mathematics. By contrast, 380 candidates did not solve this task in 1040 of the students of general 

education. At the level of relevance   =0.05, verify the hypothesis of equal ability to solve this by 

graduates of both types of schools.  

This is a problem testing equality of structure indicators in two populations – otherwise – the problem 

of testing proportionality (probability of success) in two binomial distributions. Using CLT  for the 

asymptotic test of hypothesis H0:  p1=p2 vs H1:p1p2. Compare→Hypothesis Tests – > Binomial Pro-

portion  

7. Employers want to know which days of the week employees are absent in a five-day work week. Most 

employers would like to believe that employees are absent equally during the week. Suppose a random 

sample of 60 managers were asked on which day of the week they had the highest number of employee 

absences. The results were distributed as in Table. For the population of employees, do the days for the 

highest number of absences occur with equal frequencies during a five-day work week? Test at a 5% 

significance level. 

 

 

8. In the 1960s, research was conducted among American youth to state whether there is a link between 

political views and marijuana smoking. The results are given in the table 

 

 Never Occasionally Often 

Progressive 479 173 119 

Conservative 214 47 15 

Others 172 45 85 

 

At the level of relevance  = 0.05 verify the hypothesis of independence from smoking marijuana 

from political views (test of independence 𝜒2). 

Copy the data to 3 columns  the Statgraphics datasheet and perform Describe→Categorical 

Data→Contingency Tables indicating the corresponding 3 columns with data. In  Tabular Option,  

additionally select Frequency Table. In  Pane Option  for Frequency Table,  additionally select Ex-

pected Frequencies  and  Chi-Squared Values 


